A sub-centennial-scale OSL chronostratigraphy and Late-Holocene flood history from a temperate river confluence
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Abstract
River confluences can be meta-stable and contain valuable geological records of catchment response to decadal-millennial scale environmental change. However, in alluvial reaches flood stratigraphies are particularly hard to date using ¹⁴C. In this paper we use a novel combination of optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) and multi proxy sedimentological analyses to provide a flood record for the Severn-Teme confluence over the last two millennia which we compare with independent European climate records. The results show that by c.2000 BP the Severn-Teme confluence had stabilized and overbank alluviation had commenced. Initially this occurred from moderately high flood magnitudes between c.2000-1800 BP (50 BCE-CE 150), but was followed from 1800-1600 BP (CE 150-350) by fine alluvial deposition and decreased flood intensity. From 1600-1400 BP (CE 350-550) the accumulation rate increased with evidence of large flood events associated with the climatic deterioration of the Dark Age Cold Period. Following a period of reduced flood activity after c.1400 BP (c. CE 550) larger flood events and increase in accumulation rate once again became more prevalent from c.850 BP (c. CE 1100) coincident with the start of the Medieval Climate Anomaly, a period associated with warmer, wetter conditions and increased land-use intensity. This state persisted until c.450 BP (c. CE 1500) after which increased flood magnitudes can be associated with climatic variations during the Little Ice Age. We demonstrate that from the combination of high-resolution dating techniques and multiple analytical parameters, distinctive phases of relative flood magnitude vs flood duration can be determined to a detailed chronological precision beyond that possible from ¹⁴C dating. This permits the identification of the regional factors behind floodplain sedimentation, which we correlate with the intensification of land-use and climatic drivers over the last two millennia.
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Introduction
River floodplains contain archives of changing climatic and catchment conditions through their extensive sedimentary records. In particular, confluence zones act as nodal points for flooding, as floodplains are generally at their widest and integrate flood peaks from several catchments. Confluence migration can happen through channel belt movement, and also downstream junction yazoo-type, meander migration or through meander cut-offs (Best and Lane, 2004; Camporee et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2013; Dixon et al., 2018). Additionally oscillatory channel behaviour can also occur, stimulated by large floods (Brown et al., 2013). However, some confluences can also be surprisingly stable, becoming fixed or pinned when confined by tall banks created by high rates of levee/overbank deposition (Dixon et
al., 2018). It is these large volumes of overbank sediment stored in confluence zones that act as archives of flooding and past catchment conditions.

In upland reaches $^{14}$C probability density functions can yield depositional histories from channel and flood deposits (Macklin et al., 2010), but many $^{14}$C-derived chronostratigraphies terminate before 1000 BP as a result of sediment reworking and organic translocation leading to problems with the calibration dates. Additionally, in clastic dominated alluvial sequences suitable organic material is only occasionally encountered and, where it is, its reliability for dating is also questionable. These factors have made it difficult to relate the sedimentary record to documentary or instrumental flood histories, which in Europe rarely go back further than 100-250 years (Macdonald et al., 2017; Longfield et al., 2018). In this paper we show how the Severn-Teme confluence has evolved over the last two millennia. We reconstruct overbank sedimentation and a detailed flood history using extensive OSL dating, alongside detailed stratigraphic and sedimentological analyses.

**Confluence metastability**

The Severn-Teme confluence (centred on Lat: 52.166947, Lon: -2.2303104) has over 5m of overbank sediments deposited unconformably on channel-gravels. Both the Severn ($4,325 \text{ km}^2$) and Teme ($1,648 \text{ km}^2$) catchments drain the Cambrian Mountains, receiving mixed intensity precipitation from W-E cyclonic activity and depression systems. The 3.5 $\text{ km}^2$ confluence zone is bounded by Pleistocene gravel terrace deposits with alluvium deriving from the basal Triassic mudstone, siltstone and sandstone lithology (Fig. 1). Deep clastic alluvial deposits of the Severn-Teme confluence were first identified over 30 years ago (Brown, 1985) but were undatable due to a lack of suitable organic material for $^{14}$C dating. However, a chronostratigraphy of channel change in the reach was established by dating palaeochannel sediments within the confluence zone (Brown, 1987). The dating of a large meander of the Teme, which must once have been close to the junction with the Severn, shows that it was abandoned, by progressive avulsion to the north between 4826-4407 BP (2876-2457 BCE). The remodelling of borehole data across the confluence shows an undated palaeochannel below the overbank units which most likely demonstrates an intermediate position prior to the creation of the large gooseneck-type meander characteristic of the present Teme channel. Alongside the physical evidence, historical data also confirms channel stability. The earliest detailed cartographic evidence shows that the Teme had adopted its current course by CE 1648, and the permanency of parish boundaries, which continue to follow the present river course, as well as the location of medieval mills, leats and weirs all indicate channel stability from as early as 1188-951 BP (CE 762-999) (Fig.1). The extensive depths of sandy-silts blanketing the palaeochannels can be traced across the confluence and further afield including the Avon catchment to the east. It was originally designated the ‘buff red silty-clay’ (Shotton 1978) and shown to post-date c.3600 BP (c.1650 BCE) in all locations. The stratigraphy of the sampled Powick section (Lat: 52.169259, Lon: -2.2376946), (Fig.2) consisted of a lower unit of 0.6m of yellowish grey medium to fine sandy silt (Unit A), overlain by 2.3m of dark yellow-reddish brown fine silt (Unit B), covered by 1.1m of reddish brown medium sandy silt (Unit C), capped by 0.8m of dark reddish brown coarse sandy silt and a 0.4m soil horizon (Unit D). Faint, but clear, sand-silt laminations were identified and recorded throughout. These could be traced the entire length of the section (150m) and correspond to a sequence previously recorded c. 500m upstream (Brown, 1985). This confirms that the sequence dated and analyzed here is representative of the confluence as a whole, and that the rate of overbank deposition was high enough to out-pace rare bioturbation by earthworms.

**Sampling & analysis**

Eight OSL dates and in-situ dosimetry were taken at 0.4-0.8m intervals up-sequence (see Supplemental Material, S3). Sediment u-channels ranging from 0.3-0.4m in length were extracted for detailed sedimentary analysis [Loss on Ignition (LOI), magnetic susceptibility (MS) and particle size], alongside multi-elemental analysis using ITRAX XRF
(Supplemental Material, S5-9; Files 1 & 2). Additional ‘dark’ bulk samples were taken every 5cm for luminescence profiling using a portable reader (pOSL) (Supplemental Material, S10; File 3). Age-depth Bayesian modelling of the dated alluvial sequence was initially conducted using the OSL settings provided by OxCal, v.4.3 with IntCal 13 program (Bronk Ramsey 2008; 2009) and then using Bacon v2.2 (Blaauw and Christen 2011) to provide a cross reference of chronological quality as well as improved calendric date output [2σ (95.4%) and 1σ (68.2%) precision] (Fig.2, Supplemental Material, S3-4, Table 1), and sediment accumulation (c.1.8-3.2mm/yr ). Statistical analysis of data was conducted to clarify depositional processes (Supplemental Material, S11-12; Files 4-5), and sediment index models created to compare against climatic data (Supplemental Material, S14: File 6).

Sedimentary parameters

The sequence is entirely clastic except for the top 0.4m associated with contemporary soil formation and increased organic matter (Fig.2). High temperature LOI shows several peaks within periods of finer sedimentation reflecting carbonate but also small increases in mixed layer clays that are present in the basal Mercia Mudstone geology. MS peaks are most likely due to increases in Fe-minerals associated with ironstones, heavy minerals and coatings of quartz grains typical of the aeolian-derived Triassic sands in the Teme catchment. Particle size fractions are taken to reflect flow velocities delivered to the floodplain and they will reflect flood velocity if the location of the channel is constant relative to the site. The power function combines the coarse sediment fraction (D90), a proxy for flow velocity, with organic matter (an inverse function of sedimentation rate). Measurements of mineralogy were undertaken using an ITRAX-XRF Scanner (Croudace et al., 2006) to calculate LogZr:Rb ratios. This provides a measure of the weathered nature of the sediment and the relative contribution of detrital grains vs clay minerals.

In order to refine the depositionary history and determine flood events pOSL analysis was conducted (Sanderson and Murphy 2010). The technique has proven success in fluvial contexts (Muñoz-Salinas et al., 2010) (Supplemental Material S10), which demonstrate that sudden changes and particularly peaks in accumulated pIRSL dose that diverge from general trends are identifying sources of sediment that are relatively unbleached and derive from eroded bank sediment and mobilized during high energy flow events. Periods of constant flood rate with equally sized events would produce a uniform pOSL curve.

Discussion

From the age-depth model and sedimentary properties it is possible to propose a flood history for the mid-point of the Severn catchment over the last 2000 years (Fig.2). From 2000-1800BP (50BCE-CE150) medium-silt alluvium with elevated proportions of sand and pOSL are present and possibly reflect increased soil erosion from Late Iron Age and Romano-British cultivation, similar to other major UK lowland floodplains (Robinson and Lambrick 1984; Brown 2009). Between 1800-1600BP (CE150-350) there is a reduction in sand and increase in carbonate and fine particulate indicating a reduction in fluvial depositional conditions. After 1600BP, and continuing until 1400BP (CE550) fine alluvial sedimentation continued but an increase in accumulation rate and clear peaks in MS demonstrate large, lower energy flood events at the start of the Dark Age Cold Period, in response to climatic downturn (Lamb 1972). The development of extensive floodplain meadowlands across many river systems at this time may have, in part, been as a result of suitable ‘well-watered’ conditions (Williamson 2013, 204). There followed from 1400-1100BP (CE550-850) a fall in accumulation rate and lower energy alluviation with increases in carbonate and pOSL after 1250BP (CE700). From 1100-600BP (CE850-1350) the sedimentological evidence suggests higher fluvial activity with an increase in high-magnitude events. The accumulation rate increases markedly alongside more numerous peaks in MS, higher sand content, and increases in pOSL and elemental indicators. This clear change corresponds with the change to warmer, wetter conditions typical of the Medieval Climate Anomaly alongside increased land-use intensity on the floodplain. At this time arable cultivation covered 30-50% total land area in those English counties within the Severn-Teme catchment (Broadberry et al., 2015; Rippon et al., 2015), and beyond (Hey 2004), corresponding to peak medieval population levels in midland England of over 10 persons/km 2 (Goldewijk, 2010).
From 600-400BP (CE1350-1550) river conditions appear to have calmed and a sharp decrease in accumulation rate alongside increase in carbonate and reduction in other proxy suggest fewer high-energy depositional events. After 400BP (CE1550) and continuing through to the present, there is another rise in accumulation rate alongside a significant increase in grain size to coarse silt, considerably higher sand content, and major increases in pOSL and elemental indicators. Together these demonstrate intensive phases of deposition in the Severn-Teme confluence particularly 400-350BP (CE1550-1600); 250-200BP (CE1700-1750) and c.100BP (CE1850) and appear conterminous with the period of maximum recorded historical flood events (Marsh et al., 2016; Macdonald et al., 2017), and the abandonment of the open-field system. The data support the identification of periods of lower duration but higher magnitude flood dominated regimes caused by increased snowmelt and storminess (Rumsby et al., 1996; Macklin et al., 2012). Statistically there are clear relationships between the key analytical techniques (Fig.3). There is a positive correlation between grain size, sand content and Zr:Rb associated with a higher coarse component within the alluvium. A positive trend is also present for the pIRSL and pOSL, although there is less clear correlation between the overall particle size and pOSL, possibly as a result of variations in sediment provenance. Clear negative correlations are present between aforementioned classes and carbonate, and to a lesser extent with magnetic susceptibility. The stratigraphical variation at the Severn-Teme confluence can now be compared to other recently established deep alluvial sequences along the rivers Teme and Severn (Pears et al., 2020), providing further evidence for flood regimes in other parts of their catchments as well as to European scale climatic models to assess potential drivers (Fig.4). All three fluvial sequences demonstrate predominantly fine-grained deposition to 1450BP (CE350) during the Roman Warm Period associated with warmer, drier conditions across the UK, Ireland and Europe (Charman et al., 2006; Swindles et al., 2013; Wilson et al. 2013; Büntgen et al., 2011). In contrast from 1500-1000BP (CE400-1100) the sedimentary models from the upstream profiles at Broadwas and Buildwas demonstrate much coarser sediment deposition than the Severn-Teme confluence, suggesting that the variable climatic conditions of the Dark Age Cold Period and Medieval Climate Anomaly had more localized effects upon the fluvial activity in the upper reaches of these river systems. The onset of significantly coarser sedimentation in the Severn-Teme confluence from 900BP (CE1000) which accelerated after 400BP (CE1550) is mirrored in the other sequences albeit with longer phases of finer sediment deposition and can be associated with climatic variability during the Little Ice Age (Wanner et al., 2008; Phipps et al., 2013), leading to prolonged phases of wetter conditions across the UK and Ireland (Charman et al., 2006; Swindles et al., 2013; Wilson et al. 2013), cooler European climates (Esper et al., 2014) as well as continued intensification of land-use and sediment erosion across the confluence landscape.

Conclusions

A combination of detailed topographic and sedimentological mapping, OSL dating and stratigraphic modelling show that the river channels forming the Severn-Teme confluence zone have been almost completely fixed for the last 2000 years. This has produced the continuous sedimentological record of levee/overbank flooding. High resolution OSL dating of the sedimentary sequence has produced an alluvial flood record for the last two millennia. The sedimentary record shows distinct variation in depositionary conditions in the late Holocene with phases of low and high magnitude events associated with changing land-use intensity in the surrounding local landscape in the medieval, post medieval and modern periods, and exacerbated by variable climatic drivers especially during the Dark Age Cold Period, Medieval Climate Anomaly and Little Ice Age.
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Figures

Figure 1. Catchment location; (A) River Severn catchment, major settlements and other sample locations (see Figure 4), basemap 50m resolution Lidar DTM (Environment Agency 2017); (B) Severn-Teme confluence 1m resolution Lidar DTM basemap SO85SW, SO85SE, cores, river sample location and palaeo channels. Historic land use plotted from 1m Lidar, Coventry map (CE1648), 1st Edition Ordnance Survey (CE1886) and Worcestershire Historic Environment Record (WHER). (C) Reconstructed and modelled floodplain cross-sections (S1 – S4) with surface topography from 1m Lidar DTM and WHER.
Figure 2. Chronostratigraphy of the Severn-Teme confluence at Powick, Worcestershire.
Figure 3. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using XLStat (2019.2.3) conducted across key variables. 521 observations were clustered across 50-year timespans from 20BCE-Present, classed into six time-periods of the Holocene (solid black lines).
**Figure 4.** Sediment Deposition Models from the Severn-Teme confluence at Powick (A) with comparative models from sites upstream at Broadwas (Teme) (B) and Buildwas (Severn) (C). Also modelled against upland peatland water table depth and proxy wetter/drier conditions in the UK (D) and Ireland (E); Precipitation in Southern and Central England (F) and Central and Southern Europe (G); summer temperatures in Northern Europe (H) and solar variation (I).
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1 GSA Data Repository item 201Xxxx, Supplemental Date File 1 includes the raw data for the modelled calendric dates, sediment accumulation rate and sedimentological analyses including % moisture, % organics (LOI@550⁰), % carbonate (LOI@950⁰), magnetic susceptibility and particle size data (coarse & fine components, sediment power index, sand fractions and total % sand illustrated in figure 2. Supplemental Data File 2 includes the raw and log normalized data for ITRAX XRF analysis and key elements Zr, Rb, Fe, Mn and heavy metals illustrated in figure 2. Supplemental Data File 3 includes the individual raw data sets for each 5cm pOSL run alongside a background sediment sample. The file also includes a summary sheet of all data and replicates (Figure 2). Supplemental Data File 4 provides the raw data, log normalized data and statistical analysis used in the Agglomerative Hierarchical Cluster analysis illustrated in figure 2. Supplemental Data File 5 includes the calculated log data of sedimentary analyses by 50-year period and the statistical analysis used in the Principal Component Analysis (Figure 3). Supplementary Data File 6 includes the 20-year grouping for the Sediment Deposition Models for the Severn-Teme confluence at Powick, Broadwas and Buildwas, and climatic datasets (Figure 4). The files are available online at www.geosociety.org/pubs/ft20XX.htm, or on request from editing@geosociety.org.